Functional differentiation between the anterior and posterior Clare-Bishop cortex of the cat.
A total of 783 cells were studied extracellularly in anterior (A10-13), posterior (A4-8), and intermediate regions (A8.1-9.9) of Clare-Bishop (CB) cortex of the cat, which were defined according to the anteroposterior coordinate of the stereotaxic axis and probably corresponded to the antero- (AMLS), postero-medial lateral suprasylvian cortex (PMLS), and the border region between the two subareas, respectively. The study was conducted under N2O anesthesia supplemented with continuous infusion of short-lasting anesthetics (Saffan, Glaxo or Etomidate, Janssen), using three types of visual stimulators presenting two- (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) motion stimuli, and visual cues contained in the 3D motion. Neuronal responsiveness was essentially similar between the anterior and posterior CB subdivisions. Both areas contained 1) AP, 2) RC and 3) FP cells, selectively responsive to approaching, recessive and fronto-parallel motion, and 4) NS and 5) U cells, nonselectively responsive and unresponsive to any of these motions. However, a quantitative difference was found: 1) In the posterior CB the FP cell population was the largest, and the frequency reduced in the order of AP, NS, RC and U cells, while the largest population in the anterior CB consisted of the AP and U cells, and the frequency reduced in the order of FP, RC and NS cells. 2) 3D (AP and RC) cells in the posterior CB responded preferentially to approaching motion at a distal range, while those in the anterior CB preferred motion at a proximal range. 3) The 3D cells in the posterior CB were more sensitive to the motion cue and demonstrated lower thresholds for the size cue than the anterior CB cells. 4) The anterior CB cells generally demonstrated high-pass velocity tuning (cut-off around 10 degrees/s) for monoclonal 2D stimulation, while the posterior CB cells demonstrated a broad band-pass tuning (4-120 degrees/s). These findings suggest functional differentiation in neuronal representation of 3D motion signals between the two subdivisions of CB cortex.